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We have added Helmets to our superior line of Body Armor!
RIOT HELMET: Not Ballistic

These Riot Helmets are of extremely high quality, yet affordable for any department. While not rated for Ballistic protection, the construction utilizes substantial impact resistant material in both the Helmet and Visor. These are Universal fit
and fully adjustable to a wide range of sizes. The high density cushion interior is
comfortable and fully ventilated for long term situations. The retention system is
constructed with durable leather and high quality nylon. The Visor is formed and
permits maximum visability with clear vision. The Visor has three retention positions to allow it to be raised and remain where you want it. A well designed rubber
seal engages to insure against water intrusion from the top. The neck protector is
also included and is removable. WEIGHT: Inclusive of the Visor and neck protector
that are included; 2.0kgs / 4.41 pounds

Base Ballistic Helmet: NIJ Level IIIA
These Ballistic Helmets are rated and certified to NIJ Level IIIA. Manufactured utilizing the highest quality Tac-Tex Ballistic material and provide excellent impact
attenuation. Utilizing a new three point, fully adjustable, retention system, these
withstand 115 pound tension load and are approved for parachute applications.
One size will adjust to fit all with our fully adjustable and ventilated system. These
Helmets provide excellent integration with our Ballistic Vests and Body Armor.
They also work seamlessly with a wide variety of standard goggles. communication headsets, gas masks, and shoulder fired weapon sights. Available in custom
order colors. These are light in weight for maximum maneuverability... which is
critical in combat. WEIGHT: 1350 grams / 2.98 pounds

MICH04 Ballistic Helmet: NIJ Level IIIA
These Ballistic Helmets are rated and certified to NIJ Level IIIA. Manufactured utilizing
the worlds finest Aramid material. The retention system is fully adjustable so that one
size fits all. The interior of the Helmet is padded with slow rebound memory foam
providing excellent comfort and shock absorbance. The four point chinstrap assures
that vital protection remains where it should be! This is a full system. These come
complete with forward mount night vision attachment point. The accessory side rails,
on both sides, also come standard and are ideal to secure a wide range of combat accessories. Velcro modules on the top and sides are ideal to secure the latest in communications technology. The sides are designed to allow the latest in noise cancelling
combat communications. Available in custom colors. WEIGHT: 1.4kgs / 3.09 pounds.

